Make learning personal with

EXACT PATH

Assessment-driven instruction for reading, language arts, and math
Exact Path makes learning personal by offering adaptive diagnostic assessments combined
with individualized instruction to promote growth. Whether you’re ensuring college and career
readiness in an adult education program or running a self-directed learning lab to accelerate and
retain your college students, Exact Path supports each learner’s individual academic goals.
Diagnose learning needs with
our valid adaptive assessments or
leverage your existing data to inform
precise placement

Instruct with competency-based
curriculum that spans K-12 skills
to scaffold and target learning for
unique needs

Target additional areas
for upskilling using digital
assignments, printable worksheets,
and instructor lesson ideas

Analyze growth, Lexile and
Quantile measure gains, progress,
and usage via interactive data
views and exportable reports

Support each unique learning journey

College & Career Readiness

College Acceleration & Retention

Determine strengths and needs and
uncover readiness for entrance exam
requirements.
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Pinpoint each student’s specific instructional
level, academic needs, and growth goals.

Leverage unique learning paths to upskill
for workforce readiness and prepare
learners for postsecondary education.
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Automatically deliver instruction to shore
up foundational skills and ensure college
retention.

Deploy targeted digital assignments
or access instructor resources for 1:1
intervention.
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Analyze progress and persist toward
learning goals, guided by timely data and
progress at the discrete skill level.

Foster success by monitoring Lexile and
Quantile gains and conferencing with
individual learners.

4

Help students own their learning and
accelerate through coursework, enabling
progress toward a postsecondary degree.

Exact Path is proven to support ELLs and has been
approved through the WIDA® PRIME V2™ Correlation for
successfully incorporating all four learning modalities.

Contact us today for more information.
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